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Chapter 2711
Chang’e and the great emperor Hou Yi, enjoying a thousand years, are deeply
affectionate and righteous, after Hou Yi’s death, Chang’e often misses them.
“Chang’e, stay awake.”
Yue Feng was taken aback, Nima, this is crazy, why do you still think of me as Hou Yi?
However, as soon as he said a few words, he saw Chang’e put his arms around Yue
Feng’s neck. At the same time, his other hand reached out and quickly tapped Yue
Feng’s body a few times, sealing his acupuncture point!
At this time, Chang’e was already in a state of obsession, but the method of
acupuncture was still consummate. At this moment, Yue Feng didn’t have the slightest
defense, and he couldn’t move at all!
“Your Majesty, do you know? I miss you so much!” Chang’e murmured.
Saying that, before Yue Feng could react, Chang’e’s red lips slowly came up!
At this time, Chang’e, in a state of madness, mistakenly regarded Yue Feng as Hou Yi,
and completely let go of her usual high and cold state, and she was indescribably sexy
and charming!
hum!
Feeling Chang’e’s gentleness, Yue Feng only felt that his mind was stunned!
Pfft!
In the next second, Yue Feng was about to struggle, but Chang’e didn’t give him a
chance and rolled onto the soft couch with Yue Feng in his arms!
“Niangniang, hey…you wake up!” Yue Feng was so anxious that he subconsciously
used his inner strength to open the acupuncture points. Speaking of which, Yue Feng
would wake up laughing when he was in such a situation. After all, Chang’e was like a
fairy, and if she could enjoy her tenderness, it would be worth dying immediately.
But Zhang Jiao was in the front hall and could come over at any time.
However, what makes Yue Feng depressed is that Chang’e’s acupoint-pointing
technique is very mysterious, and it is not something that ordinary practitioners can do.
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Chang’e didn’t listen to Yue Feng’s words at all!
At this time, Chang’e, after going crazy, couldn’t hear Yue Feng’s voice at all. She
hugged Yue Feng tightly and started to pull Yue Feng’s clothes.
Chang’e’s mind went blank, she bit her lip and sat down.
“Oh!” the
charming whisper, kept echoing in the room!
…..
this moment, the other side!
Not far from Chang’e’s small courtyard, Zhang Na is still fighting fiercely with Liu
Qingqing!
At this time, Zhang Na’s beautiful face was full of anger and anger, and she shouted at
Liu Qingqing: “Liu Qingqing, get out of the way!”
When she said this, Zhang Na was full of anger, and she was also very angry in her
heart. Somewhat shocked.
In Zhang Na’s heart, she thought that she would be able to defeat Liu Qingqing within
ten moves, but she never thought that Liu Qingqing was so powerful that the two had
been fighting for ten minutes, and the outcome was still undecided.
Liu Qingqing gritted her teeth and didn’t respond.
At this moment, Yue Feng must have seen Empress Chang’e, and he must buy time for
him.
Soon, the sound of fighting attracted some patrolling disciples.
“Quick!”
Seeing those patrolling disciples, Zhang Na’s beautiful face showed a hint of gloom, and
she shouted tenderly: “Go and inform a few altar masters, Liu Qingqing took outsiders
and broke into the forbidden area, it would be detrimental to the goddess. !”
What?
Hearing this, the expressions of those patrolling disciples changed drastically.

Liu Qingqing couldn’t do it angrily: “Zhang Na, don’t spit your blood.”
This Zhang Na is so abhorrent, it’s okay to take revenge for kindness, and she’s still
talking nonsense at this time.
Thinking to myself, Liu Qingqing was like blocking those patrolling disciples, but it was
too late. A dozen patrolling disciples quickly went to the front hall to report the situation.
broken!
Seeing this scene, Liu Qingqing stomped her feet in a hurry.
Chapter 2712
Wow….
After a while, I saw a group of people walking quickly, led by Xie Liuyun, Mu Qingyue,
several altar masters, followed by Zhang Jiao, and that Liang Hao.
Seeing this scene, Liu Qingqing’s delicate body trembled, panicking!
Zhang Na was full of pride.
At this time, Xie Liuyun walked over quickly and asked Zhang Na, “What’s the matter?”
“Master, Liu Qingqing brought someone into the forbidden area without authorization.”
Zhang Na responded quickly: “It’s the one called Wuchen, Now I have gone to the place
where Empress Chang’e is resting!”
“I want to stop it, and Liu Qingqing has already touched me!”
What?
Hearing this, Xie Liuyun’s expression changed, and he glared at Liu Qingqing: “You are
so bold!”
Immediately, Xie Liuyun turned to look at Mu Qingyue: “Altar Mu, your Xingmu altar is
getting more and more outrageous. Liu Qingqing ignored the rules, what do you do with
it?”
Mu Qingyue frowned lightly and asked Liu Qingqing, “Qingqing, what’s the matter?”
Mu Qingyue knew her apprentice, and Liu Qingqing had a gentle personality. Kindness
will not easily do things that violate the rules of the door.
“I…” Liu Qingqing opened her mouth and was about to answer.

Just after saying one word, Zhang Na interrupted.
“Don’t think about explaining it!” Zhang Na mocked and sneered: “The one called
Wuchen claims to be Yue Feng’s subordinate, but he saw Yue Feng just now, but he
didn’t say anything at all, instead he was sneaking around. Here comes the forbidden
area!”
Phew!
Hearing this, everyone around was stunned!
Zhang Jiao and Liang Hao looked at each other and both frowned!
“My subordinates?” Liang Hao cleared his throat and pretended to say: “I don’t have a
person named Wuchen.”
Seeing Liang Hao say this, everyone present changed their faces!
Mu Qingyue was very frightened and stared at Liu Qingqing: “Qingqing, how can you let
an outsider come to the forbidden area?”
“Master, I…” Liu Qingqing was so anxious, but didn’t know how to answer.
To be honest, Liu Qingqing really wanted to dismantle Liang Hao, but Zhang Jiao was
there, the risk was too great, and Xie Liuyun and others next to him didn’t necessarily
believe it!
Ha ha!
Seeing this situation, Xie Liuyun chuckled and said coldly: “Master Mu, your apprentice
is daring to bring outsiders into the forbidden area. Don’t think about covering up today.”
After
speaking, Xie Liuyun waved his hand: “Quick, take that one first. Boy, find it!”
Xie Liuyun thought about it, first find the person named Wuchen, and then slowly settle
accounts with Mu Qingyue!
Whoops!
The voice fell, and everyone quickly walked towards the small courtyard where Chang’e
was.
This moment, the other side!

I don’t know how long it took, and Chang’e finally passed the dangerous period of going
crazy and lay there and fell asleep.
Yue Feng was sitting next to him, and the acupoints had already been unlocked at this
time.
Although it had been cloudy and rainy just now, Yue Feng was not in the mood to recall
it at all. He had not even said the purpose of his visit, so he had a relationship with
Chang’e by accident. When Chang’e is gone, I really don’t know how to explain it!
While muttering in his heart, Yue Feng only felt a killing intent coming from the side!
“you!”
I saw that Chang’e didn’t know when she woke up. At this time, there was still a trace of
blush on her beautiful face, and her eyes were fixed on Yue Feng, showing a trace of
shame and anger!
call!
Feeling Chang’e’s killing intent, Yue Feng broke out in a cold sweat, but soon calmed
down.
After staring at each other for a few seconds, Yue Feng was the first to react: “Niang
Niang, you almost went into trouble just now, I…”
“Shut up!” Chang’e bit her lip and interrupted coldly.
At this time, Chang’e wanted to kill Yue Feng immediately, and she was innocent as
jade, but because he went into trouble, it still had a relationship.
Chapter 2713 The
more Chang’e thought about it, the more angry she became, and her delicate body
trembled.
Looking at her expression, Yue Feng quickly said: “Miss, I don’t want to rush in to
disturb you, but there is no way, Zhang Jiao finds someone to impersonate me, ready to
lie to you!”
Fake? Hearing this, Chang’e
‘s beautiful face was full of astonishment: “Why did Zhang Jiao find someone to
impersonate you?”
Situation, very little is known!

Yue Feng took a deep breath and wanted to explain!
Wow wow wow…
But before I could speak, I heard footsteps in the yard outside, and I heard a lot of
people!
Nima!
Yue Feng frowned secretly, and his heart suddenly panicked! No need to guess, it must
be someone from Shengzong, maybe Zhang Jiao is there!
To be honest, Yue Feng is not afraid of these people, but if he and Chang’e are seen
now, if they jump into the Yellow River, they won’t be able to wash them away!
Swish!
At the same time, Chang’e also trembled, and she was a little uneasy!
You and Yue Feng must not be seen by others.
Thinking to herself, Chang’e looked around to see if there was a place for Yue Feng to
hide. It’s just that the furnishings in the room are simple, and there is no extra place to
hide at all.
Whoa!
At this moment, Yue Feng had an idea and hugged Chang’e all of a sudden, lying on
the soft couch, and then covered it with a cup, pretending that Chang’e was resting!
“you….”
Yue Feng’s actions made Chang’e feel ashamed and angry, her face flushed red: “What
are you doing?…”
Chang’e felt that Yue Feng’s wrist was around her waist, and that feeling really made it
difficult for her to calm down! Especially thinking of the scene just now, Chang’e was
even more embarrassed and angry.
“Niangniang…”
Yue Feng smiled and said in a low voice: “They must have come to check my
whereabouts, we can only do this, you don’t want me to be found in your room…”
Chang’e clenched her teeth and let out a long sigh of relief. She was very embarrassed
and angry, but she couldn’t refute it!

Bang bang!
At this moment, there was a knock on the door of the room, and then, Mu Qingyue’s
voice sounded outside the door: “Niangniang, are you there?”
Behind Mu Qingyue, Xie Liuyun, Shengzong and others, as well as Zhang Corner, all
standing there, listening to the movement in the room!
That’s right, Chang’e’s identity is unusual, let alone people like Shengzong, even Zhang
Jiao, a wicked and evil person, would not dare to be presumptuous!
“Here!” When
she heard that it was Mu Qingyue, Chang’e breathed a sigh of relief, and replied, “Is
there something wrong? I’m a little uncomfortable, I’ve rested!”
When she said this, Chang’e’s tone was indifferent, but she felt uneasy in her heart.
Yue Feng was lying beside him, this scene must not be seen by them.
uncomfortable?
Hearing this, everyone outside the door, whether it was Mu Qingyue or others, was
stunned.
In the next second, Xie Liuyun couldn’t help but took a step forward and said across the
door: “My lady is uncomfortable, we shouldn’t have disturbed it, but someone rushed
into the forbidden area just now, which will be detrimental to your lady.”
“For your mother’s safety, can you Shall we go in and search?”
When he said the last sentence, Xie Liuyun’s tone was very polite, Empress Chang’e,
even the head of the family gave three points of courtesy, who would dare to be rude.
search?
Chang’e’s tender body trembled, and she couldn’t help but look at Yue Feng next to her,
then cleared her throat and said coldly, “Xie Liuyun, you are so bold, you dare to search
my room?” After
speaking, Chang’e took a deep breath. Tone, he continued: “I have no one here to
break in, you all go, don’t disturb my rest!” The
tone was flat, but there was no doubt.
Chapter 2714

This….
Hearing this, everyone outside the door fell silent.
Especially Xie Liuyun, his face was so embarrassed that he couldn’t say a word.
Empress Chang’e can’t see her behind closed doors, who would dare to force her.
call!
Right at this moment, Zhang Jiao took a deep breath, took a step forward, and said
through the door, “Niang Niang, next Zhang Jiao, and Yue Feng, we have important
matters to discuss.”
When he said this, Zhang Jiao’s face showed A bit of confidence.
Speaking of which, she was also a military advisor in the Northern Ying Continent,
Chang’e would definitely give herself a little face, and more importantly, she also
brought a fake Yue Feng. After all, Chang’e and Yue Feng had a close relationship.
However, Chang’e didn’t hesitate at all, and said lightly, “No!”
At the same time as she responded, Chang’e couldn’t help but glance at Yue Feng next
to her, her beautiful face full of complexity.
Just now Yue Feng said that Zhang Jiao had made someone to impersonate him, but
he didn’t expect it to be true.
At this moment, Yue Feng’s face was also a little annoyed, and he lowered his voice
and said to Chang’e: “See, this horn is daring and wants to make a fake Yue Feng to
fool you!” After speaking, Yue Feng
thought for a while and continued. Said : “You think of a way to stabilize Zhang Jiao, I
will find a way to go out later, and check their purpose!” As he
said, Yue Feng’s eyes couldn’t help cruising on Chang’e’s perfect curve, such a close
distance , for any man, can’t help it.
You especially thought that the flame that Yue Feng had just extinguished with her just
now was about to start burning again.
“Look at it!”
Yue Feng’s eyes made Chang’e very embarrassed, but she didn’t dare to speak loudly,
after all, there were so many people outside.

The next second, Chang’e calmed down and said to Zhang Jiao who was outside the
door: “I’m a little tired now, and I don’t want to see guests, Zhang Jiao, if you have
something important to do, stay in the Holy Sect to rest for a night, and we will meet
tomorrow for details. Talk!” To
be honest, Yue Feng had just taken away his innocence, and Chang’e didn’t want to
help him, but this Zhang Jiao was really daring and dared to get a fake Yue Feng to
deceive him.
Hearing this, Zhang Jiao’s eyes changed, and he smiled bitterly: “Okay!”
Zhang Jiao was very annoyed at this time. With his current power, in the Kyushu
mainland, there are only a handful of people who can compete with him. But Chang’e is
not an ordinary woman, so Zhang Jiao can only bear it.
At this time, Xie Liuyun, Mu Qingyue and others greeted Zhang Jiao and Liang Hao and
all exited the courtyard.
“Liu Qingqing!”
As soon as she walked out of the yard, Zhang Na looked indifferent and asked coldly,
“Come on, where is the Wuchen you brought in?”
In Zhang Na’s heart , this time, I finally had the opportunity to find trouble in the Xingmu
altar, so naturally I can’t miss it.
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of everyone present focused on Liu Qingqing.
Liu Qingqing bit her lip and was so anxious.
How to do? Yue Feng is not here with Chang’e, where has he gone?
At this time, Liu Qingqing didn’t know yet that Yue Feng was in Chang’e’s room,
because she had something to do with Chang’e, so she couldn’t show up rashly.
What makes Liu Qingqing even more tangled is that he knows that Yue Feng next to
Zhang Jiao is fake, but he is really not there.
In this case, facing Zhang Na’s questioning, Liu Qingqing only felt that his mind was in a
mess.
“No more to say?”

Looking at Liu Qingqing’s expression, Zhang Na looked proud and said abusively, “I
knew you had a ghost. If you don’t make it clear today, just wait for you to be expelled
from your teacher’s door!”
“You …”
Liu Qingqing was very angry, but was speechless.
This Zhang Na is really a white-eyed wolf. It was really wrong for Yue Feng to hide his
identity before, but what can I say, I saved your life before, but now, Zhang Na is
targeting herself everywhere in order to get revenge…
At this moment, Xie Liuyun He also sneered, looked at Mu Qingyue and said, “Master
Mu, your disciple, bring outsiders into the forbidden area and violate the rules of the
door. If you condone and cover up, you can’t say it!”
Phew!
Chapter 2715
Mu Qingyue frowned slightly, and turned her head to look at Liu Qingqing: “Qingqing,
where is that person?”
Liu Qingqing bit her lip, and her beautiful face was full of embarrassment.
How to do? To tell the truth? But the real Yue Feng is not there, who would believe that
this person next to Zhang Jiao is a fake Yue Feng?
Seeing this scene, Zhang Jiao and Liang Hao, who were silent on the side, looked at
each other silently.
The next second, Zhang Jiao gave Liang Hao a secret wink.
Liang Hao understood it, as Zhang Jiao’s confidant, he could easily understand what
Zhang Jiao meant.
“Master!”
At this moment, Liu Qingqing couldn’t stand it anymore, so he wanted to tell the
situation. However, as soon as he said two words, he was interrupted by a voice.
“Master Xie is really majestic!” The
voice was not loud, but he mocked with meaning.
Then, a figure came out and stood in front of Liu Qingqing.

It was Liang Hao.
At this time, Liang Hao had a proud look on his face, as if he was in front of Liu
Qingqing.
Yes, under Zhang Jiao’s suggestion, Liang Hao, in the name of Yue Feng, was on the
surface to stand for the Xingmu Altar, but in fact he wanted to make enemies for Yue
Feng.
Before coming to Shengzong, Liang Hao learned that Yue Feng had been a disciple of
Shengzong and was a disciple of Mu Qingyue of Xingmu Tan. At this time, seeing Xie
Liuyun deliberately looking for trouble on the Xingmu altar, even if it was a fake Yue
Feng, Liang Hao knew that he could not remain indifferent.
After being hinted by Zhang Jiao, Liang Hao no longer had any worries.
But when he was talking, Liang Hao’s eyes looked at Liu Qingqing intentionally or
unintentionally!
Mad, Yue Feng’s peach blossom luck is so good, not only is the master of this Xingmu
Tan charming, but this senior sister is also a top beauty!
call!
Seeing Liang Hao come out and speak for Liu Qingqing, everyone present was
stunned!
At this time, Liang Hao looked at Xie Liuyun and said with a smile that was not a smile:
“Altar Lord Xie, I finally came back, but you are in front of me, looking for trouble on the
Xingmu Altar, what do you mean?” The
voice was not loud. , but full of provocative taste!
At this time, Liang Hao was very happy!
Haha, anyway, he is a fake Yue Feng, how arrogant he can be, and he can provoke the
hatred of Yue Feng in Liujintan, why not do it?
“Wow!”
Liang Hao’s voice just fell, and everyone present was in an uproar!
I haven’t seen each other for a few years, and Yue Feng’s words are getting more and
more arrogant. However, in the entire Kyushu continent, the only person who can speak
to Xie Liuyun in such a tone is probably only Yue Feng except the head!

Made!
Xie Liuyun was stunned for a while, his face was ashen, he snorted and ignored it, but
his heart was secretly angry!
This Yue Feng, dare to talk to himself like this in front of so many people!
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Zhang Na couldn’t bear it anymore, took two steps forward, and
shouted at Liang Haojiao: “Yue Feng, you are so bold, you dare to speak like this to my
master. Even if you are the sect master of Tianmen, don’t Forget, once you worshipped
the holy sect, regardless of seniority, you should also call my master a master!” After all,
the
master is also the altar master of the Liujin altar, Yue Feng’s words are so
contemptuous, not only rude to the master, but also in the Trample the dignity of the
entire Ryujin altar.
At this time, Zhang Na, like Xie Liuyun, thought that the person in front of her was really
Yue Feng, but she didn’t realize it was a fake.
“Haha…” Liang Hao smiled lightly and
glanced at Zhang Na: “I’m talking to Master, what are you talking about? Do you
understand a little bit of rules?”
, Liang Hao didn’t panic at all!
“You…”
Zhang Na stomped her feet angrily, but she didn’t know how to refute it!

